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system typically supports multiple
simultaneous users. Desktop search is
primarily a single user system. An
enterprise search system usually supports a number of security and access
control options. A system designed for
organizationwide deployment often
supports hundreds of file types, features
one or more robust application programming interfaces for developers
and an architecture designed to scale as
more content and more users address
the system. Desktop search, based on
our tests, is useful but lacks many
advanced features. Not surprisingly, the
commercial desktop search market has
changed in the last few years.
I took a quick flyover of the desktop search systems that I had cataloged
in my “search vertical file.” The table
on this page provides an interesting set
of information about what has happened to smaller-scale search and content processing systems.
In the sample of systems that I
reviewed, I noticed that about half have
been discontinued. Of the 10 systems,
I use three with some regularity: Effective File Search (sowsoft.com), Gaviri
(gaviri.com) and Windows Search
(microsoft.com). Two of the active
vendors—Copernic (copernic.com) and
Perceptive Software (perceptivesoft
ware.com)—handled customer support
in a manner that struck me as unnecessarily complicated. Two—SearchMy
Files (nirsoft.net) and X1 (x1.com)—
provided interfaces that I found
somewhat difficult to use.

Death knell?
One could make a case that desktop search is an enterprise segment
that is mature and in the process of
consolidating to a half-dozen players
and two giants, Microsoft and Apple
(apple.com). The Wall Street Journal
blog in April 2013 included the
following:
“That sound you heard … was the
death rattle of the PC era. The inexorable decline of the desktop computer
has accelerated sharply; depending on
whether you believe IDC (idc.com) or
Gartner (gartner.com), worldwide shipments fell by either 14 percent or 11 percent during the first three months of
2013. Just as with the fall of Rome, the
reasons are manifold. Gartner tells The
Journal that the decline has been fueled
by greater consumer interest in touch
devices. IDC, on the other hand, blames
Microsoft’s Windows 8 operating system—and its new user interface, seen as
frustrating and confusing to many customers.” (See blogs.wsj.com/cio/2013
/04/11/the-morning-download-deathknell-for-the-pc-era.)
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USA Today took the position that
“the PC isn’t dead. It’s just gone
ultramobile.” (See usatoday.com/
story/tech/2013/04/09/pc-mobilegartner-group-ultramobile/20674
17.) The hook for that story and for
dozens of other articles are authoritative reports by Gartner and IDC.
Let me pull some touchpoints
from the Gartner report as outlined
by the financial blog, The Motley
Fool. (See fool.com/investing/busi
nesswire/2013/04/04/gartner-saysworldwide-pc-tablet-and-mobilephone-.aspx):
✦ The traditional PC market of
notebooks and desk-based units
is expected to decline 7.6 percent
in 2013.
✦ Worldwide devices (the combined shipments of PCs, tablets
and mobile phones) are on pace
to total 2.4 billion units in 2013,
a 9 percent increase from 2012.
✦ Worldwide tablet shipments are
forecast to total 197 million units
in 2013, a 69.8 percent increase
from 2012 shipments of 116 million units.
✦ Tablets are not the only devices
that are seeing aggressive price
erosion; smartphones are also
becoming more affordable, driving adoption in emerging markets and the prepay segment in
mature markets. Of the 1.875 billion mobile phones to be sold in
2013, one billion units will be
smartphones, compared with 675
million units in 2012.

Selected Desktop Search Systems
Product/Company

Availability

URL if Available

Comment

Copernic

Available

http://www.copernic.
com/en/products/
desktop-search

Customer service was difficult
to reach

dtSearch

Available

http://www.dtsearch.com

30-day trial is widely available. Single user license is
$200. Recommended.

Effective File Search

Available

http://www.sowsoft.
com/search.htm

Works well but can bog down
when queries
are run against multi-terabyte
collections. Recommended.

Exalead Desktop

Not available

n.a.

Before being discontinued,
offered facets and date sorting
options.

FastFile Search

Available

http://www.softpedia.
com/get/File-managers/
Fast-File-Search.shtml

Queries only file names.

Gaviri
(Pocket Search)

Available

http://www.gaviri.com

Version 2.2 indexes e-mail,
PDFs, and other file types.
Recommended.

Google Desktop
Search

Not available

n.a.

Rumor has it that a cloud
option may become available.

Gopher

Not available

n.a.

At one time, the fastest
desktop text retrieval engine.
MS DOS only.

ISYS Desktop
Search Version 9

Not available

n.a.

New owner could not validate
license key for Versions
8 and 9.

Kaijin

Not available

n.a.

An intelligent search assistant. This implementation of
Autonomy technology was
ahead of its time.

Microsoft Windows
Search

Available

An add-in is available
at http://www.micro
soft.com/en-us/
download/details.aspx
?id=3383

Included with Windows Vista, 7
and 8. Basic search. Clicking a
link forces the query to rerun.
Not recommended.

SearchMyFiles

Available

http://www.nirsoft.net/util
s/search_my_files.html

Searches only file and folder
names.

X1

Available

http://www.x1.com

Very interesting interface.
Single user license is $70

Yahoo Desktop

Not available

n.a.

This was a version of IBM
OmniFind (Lucene) made
available via Yahoo.

Growing appetite
On the other hand, desktop computers and luggables like old-style laptop computers are likely to sport disc
hard drives that are poised to get bigger. The most recent storage breakthrough makes use of “shingling,” a
method that is easy and economical for
manufacturers to implement. The innovation comes from Kim Keng Teo and
co-workers at the A*STAR Data Storage Institute (dsi.a-star.edu.sg) in Singapore and the Niigata Institute of
Technology (niit.ac.jp/english) in
Japan. I learned of the advance via
Phys.Org. (See phys.org/news/201304-simply-pattern-hard capacities.
html.) If the hyperbole is accurate, think
in terms of multiterabyte drives at
bargain prices.
Both consumers and enterprise
computer users have a growing
appetite for storage. The response I
hear when I ask about storage requirements is, “I just save everything now.”
More storage is good news for those
who need space for big data and space
hogs like corporate training videos,
burgeoning archives of reference

documents and e-mail with plump,
often must-have attachments. Winnowing files can wait. For me, more
often than I care to admit, finding a
specific item is the equivalent of starting a fire with two rocks.
With my attention engaged, I
refreshed my memory about desktop
search programs installed on one of
my test machines. Gaviri, developed
by Dr. Emeka Akaezuwa, is an interesting system. The desktop build
delivers “universal search” functionality. The system can index the contents of a hard drive without
stumbling over file types or taking
over the computer so other work
grinds to a halt during indexing. Now
at Version 2.1, the system costs $40.
The feature that I found quite useful
was Gaviri’s ability to index archived
e-mail files generated by older versions of Firefox, Outlook Express and
Outlook. The interface features panels, and the approach reminded me of
the current version of X1’s desktop
search and eDiscovery interface.

Shareware, donationware
I also refreshed myself with the
shareware product Effective File
Search, now at Version 6.8.1. According to my notes from a review in 2011,
EFS is a “powerful but easy-to-use
search tool.” I noted that when I last
looked at the software, the price was
$40. The current version is available for
download at sowsoft.com/search.htm.
The product has moved from commercial to free download, which is a good
marketing angle and a possible signal
that making big money from desktop
search continues to be difficult in
today’s financial climate. Also in my
search folder are products from a number of vendors. Many of them are unfamiliar to me. For example, I have a
version of SearchMyFiles, developed
by NirSoft. Now at Version 2.35, the
system is “an alternative to the standard
Search for Filers and Folders” module
of Windows. The system works, but the
interface is overwhelming. More problematic, the search is difficult to stop.
A quick trip to the Windows Task
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